Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 7

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. the surrounding of a town by an enemy army
4. a written critique
7. a brother's or a sister's daughter
9. opposite of **lengthy**
12. mourning
14. The ship docked at the ___.
15. to give way
16. to look at
21. to find and bring back
22. the period of a king's or a queen's rule
23. cargo
24. to purposely mislead
26. not used for work
27. one who steals
28. to handle a weapon or a tool

Down
1. to sense or understand
2. to take suddenly by force
5. light tan
6. the length from top to bottom
8. to form in the mind
10. a temporary period of relief
11. to fake
13. from another country
17. a protective covering
18. having an overly high opinion of oneself
19. flaming
20. not one or the other
21. to reduce the pain or the pressure of
22. sales slip
25. the sheer fabric worn over the head or the face